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LIMITS OF DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS AND GIBBS MEASURES ON RANDOM GRAPHS
AMIN COJA-OGHLAN∗, WILL PERKINS, KATHRIN SKUBCH
ABSTRACT. Building upon the theory of graph limits and the Aldous-Hoover representation and inspired by Panchenko’s
work on asymptotic Gibbsmeasures [Annals of Probability 2013], we construct continuous embeddings of discrete prob-
ability distributions. We show that the theory of graph limits induces a meaningful notion of convergence and derive a
corresponding version of the Szemerédi regularity lemma. Moreover, complementing recent work [Bapst et. al. 2015], we
apply these results toGibbsmeasures induced by sparse random factor graphs and verify the “replica symmetric solution”
predicted in the physics literature under the assumption of non-reconstruction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The systematic study of limits of discrete structures such as graphs or hypergraphs emerged about a decade ago [13,
29]. It has since become a prominent and fruitful area of research, with numerous applications in combinatorics
and beyond. The basic idea is to embed discrete objects into a “continuous” space so that tools from analysis,
topology and measure theory can be brought to bear. Conversely, the connection extends genuinely combinato-
rial ideas such as the Szemerédi regularity lemma to the continuous world.
In this paper we study “analytic embeddings” of probability distributions on discrete cubes, i.e., sets of the form
Ω
V for some fixed finite setΩ and a large finite set V . Arguably, probability measures on discrete cubes are among
the most important and most basic objects in combinatorics, computer science and mathematical physics. For
instance, they occur as the Gibbsmeasures of finite spin systems such as the Isingmodel [31]. In this caseΩ= {±1}
and V is a finite set of lattice points, whose size ultimately goes to infinity in the “thermodynamic limit”. Similarly,
much of the theory of Markov Chain Monte Carlo deals with the correlations that, e.g., the uniform distribution
on the set of k-colorings of some graph G = (V ,E ) induces [28]. Thus, Ω would be the set [k] = {1, . . . ,k} and V is
the vertex set of a (large) graph. We are going to construct limiting objects of suchmeasures, state a corresponding
regularity lemma and illustrate applications to random graphs.
Perhaps the most prominent related construction is the Aldous–Hoover representation of exchangeable ar-
rays [5, 21]. Its connection to graph limits was observed by Diaconis and Janson [19]. Furthermore, Panchenko [33]
used the Aldous-Hoover representation to introduce the notion of “asymptotic Gibbs measures”, the protagonists
of his work on “mean-field models” such as the Sherrington–Kirkpatrick model. Indeed, Panchenko has a proof of
the Aldous-Hoover result from graph limits [34, Appendix A]. Our embedding of discretemeasures into continuous
space can be seen as a generalization of this approach to arbitrary measures on discrete cubes.
The main contributions of the present work are as follows. First, in Section 2 we construct a natural embedding
of general measures on discrete cubes into a “continuous” metric space. We highlight connections to the Aldous–
Hoover representation and the theory of graph limits. Moreover, we state a “regularity lemma” for such general
measures that is a bit stronger than the regularity lemma of Bapst and Coja-Oghlan [8]. In a sense, the main
point of Section 2 is to study discrete probability measures using some of the main ideas from the theory of graph
limits. Second, building upon ideas of Panchenko [33], in Section 3 we apply the concepts of Section 2 to Gibbs
measures induced by sparse random graphs. In particular, we verify the “replica symmetric solution” predicted in
the physics literature [26] under the assumption that the sequence Gibbsmeasures converges in probability as the
size n of the random graph tends to infinity. Additionally, we will see that the sequence of Gibbs measures induces
a “geometric” limiting object on the (infinite) Galton-Watson tree that describes the local structure of the sparse
random graph. Further, we show that a spatial mixing property called non-reconstruction is a sufficient condition
for “replica symmetry”.
∗The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Research Council under the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) / ERC Grant Agreement n. 278857–PTCC.
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Many of the proofs build upon knownmethods, although the proofs in Section 3 require quite a bit of technical
work. Specific references will be given as we proceed, but let us point to Lovász’ comprehensive treatment [29] of
graph limits and to Janson’s work [22] that provides some of the measure-theoretic foundations.
Notation and preliminaries. For ameasurable space (Ω,F ) we denote the set of probabilitymeasures byP (Ω,F )
or briefly by P (Ω). Moreover, for x ∈ Ω we denote by δx ∈P (Ω) the Dirac measure on x. Further, we write λ( ·)
for the Lebesgue measure on R. If Ω is a finite set, then the σ-algebra is always understood to be its power set.
Given µ ∈P (Ωn), we writeσ,σ′, . . . for independent samples from µ. Additionally, if X :Ωn →R is a function, then
〈X (σ)〉µ =
∑
σ∈Ωn X (σ)µ(σ) signifies the mean of X .
We often use the following notation to define a probability measure p on a finite set Ω. If f : Ω→ [0,1] is a
function that is not identically 0, then p(ω)∝ f (ω) is a shorthand for
p(ω)= f (ω)/ ∑
ω′∈Ω
f (ω′).
We shall frequently work with the spaces L1(U ,R
l ) for a measurableU ⊂ Rk (with k, l natural numbers). Recall
that this is the space of measurable functions f such that
∫ | f | <∞, up to equality almost everywhere. We tacitly
identify the elements of L1(U ,R
l ) with specific (fixed) representatives, i.e., measurable functions U → Rl , so that
we can write f (x) for x ∈U . Moreover, we remember that a Polish space is a complete metric space that has a
countable dense subset. Examples include the spaces Rk and L1(U ,R
l ) for any k, l .
If µ ∈ P (Ω) and ν ∈ P (Ω′), then we write Γ(µ,ν) for the set of all couplings of µ,ν. Thus, Γ(µ,ν) is the set of
all a probability measures γ ∈ P (Ω×Ω′) such that (x, y) ∈ Ω×Ω′ 7→ x maps γ to µ and (x, y) ∈ Ω×Ω′ 7→ y maps
γ to ν. Moreover, S[0,1) is the set of all measurable f : [0,1)→ [0,1) such that f (λ) = λ. In addition, for a random
variable X : (Ω,µ)→Ω′ we write L (X )= X (µ) for the distribution of X , i.e., the probability measure onΩ′ defined
by A′ 7→µ(X−1(A′)) for measurable A′ ⊂Ω′. Finally, if µ is a probabilitymeasure on a product spaceΩV andU ⊂V ,
then µ↓U signifies the marginal distribution of µ on the coordinates U . If U = {u} is a singleton, then we write
µ↓u =µ↓{u}.
We recall that for probability measures µ,ν defined on a metric space E with metric D( · , ·) the L1-Wasserstein
metric is defined as
d1(µ,ν)= inf
{∫
Ω×Ω
D(x, y)dγ(x, y) : γ ∈Γ(µ,ν)
}
.
For probability measures on a compact Polish space this metric induces the topology of weak convergence.
We are going to use the following well-known property of the Poisson distribution, and call it the “Chen-Stein”
property after [15]. If X has distribution Po(d) for some d > 0 and if f (X ) is a function such that E[X | f (X )|] <∞,
then
E[X f (X )]= dE[ f (X +1)] (1.1)
2. PROBABILITY MEASURES ON CUBES
2.1. The cut metric. Fix a finite set Ω and let n ≥ 1 be an integer. We would like to identify a measure µ ∈P (Ωn)
with a “continuous object”. To this end, we represent a point σ= (σ1, . . . ,σn) ∈Ωn by the function
σˆ : [0,1)→P (Ω), x 7→
n∑
i=1
δσi 1{x ∈ [(i −1)/n, i/n)}.
Thus, σˆ is a step function whose value on the interval [(i−1)/n, i/n) equals the Diracmeasure δσi ∈P (Ω). Because
Ω is finite, P (Ω) is just a simplex of dimension |Ω|−1 in RΩ. The induced Borelσ-algebra turnsP (Ω) into a Polish
space. Moreover, µ ∈P (Ωn) corresponds to the probability measure µˆ on L1([0,1],RΩ) defined by
µˆ= 〈δσˆ〉µ =
∑
σ∈Ωn
µ(σ)δσˆ. (2.1)
Indeed, let ΣΩ = L1([0,1),P (Ω)) ⊂ L1([0,1),RΩ) be the space of all measurable functions f : [0,1) → P (Ω) with
values in P (Ω) up to equality almost surely. Then ΣΩ is Polish and µˆ ∈P (ΣΩ). Clearly, the map µ 7→ µˆ is one-to-
one. Further, by extension of the discrete notation, we denote the mean of a measurable X on ΣΩ with respect to
µ ∈P (ΣΩ) by
〈X (σ)〉µ =
∫
ΣΩ
X (σ)dµ(σ).
Then the continuous analogue of (2.1) reads µ= 〈δσ〉µ.
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Following the theory of graph limits [29], we define the strong cut metric as
D✷(µ,ν)= inf
γ∈Γ(µ,ν)
sup
B⊂Σ2
Ω
,U⊂[0,1)
∥∥∥∥∫
B
∫
U
σx −τx dxdγ(σ,τ)
∥∥∥∥
1
(µ,ν ∈P (ΣΩ)), (2.2)
where, of course, B,U are understood to be measurable. Additionally,
∆✷(µ,ν)= inf
γ∈Γ(µ,ν),s∈S[0,1)
sup
B⊂Σ2
Ω
,U⊂[0,1)
∥∥∥∥∫
B
∫
U
σx −τs(x)dxdγ(σ,τ)
∥∥∥∥
1
(µ,ν ∈P (ΣΩ)), (2.3)
is theweak cut metric. The general results [22] imply
Fact 2.1. D✷( · , ·) is a metric and ∆✷( · , ·) is a pseudo-metric on P (ΣΩ). Moreover, the infima in (2.2)–(2.3) are
attained.
Let us write MΩ for the space P (ΣΩ) endowed with the metric D✷( · , ·). Moreover, call µ,ν ∈MΩ equivalent if
∆✷(µ,ν) = 0 and write µ¯ for the equivalence class of µ ∈MΩ. Then ∆✷( · , ·) induces a metric on the space MΩ of
equivalence classes. We shall see momentarily that MΩ (essentially) coincides with the usual graphon space. But
let us first look at two examples.
Example 2.2. Let Ω = {0,1}, p = Be(1/2) and let µn = p⊗n ∈ P (Ωn) be the uniform distribution on the Hamming
cube. Letting σ : [0,1)→P (Ω), x 7→ p be constant, we expect that µn converges to ν= δσ as n→∞. Indeed, because
ν is a Dirac measure there is just one coupling γ of µ,ν. Hence, the set B in (2.2) really boils down to a set B0 ⊂Ωn of
configurations and the setU ⊂ [0,1] to a weight function u : [n]→ [0,1/n] such that∫
B
∫
U
p−σ(x)dxdγ(σ,τ)= p−
∑
σ∈B0
n∑
x=1
u(x)σ(x). (2.4)
Since for σ chosen from µ the sum
∑n
x=1u(x)σ(x) comprises of independent summands, Azuma’s inequality shows
that for there is a constant c > 0 such that for any t > 0 P[∥∥p−∑nx=1u(x)σ(x)∥∥1 > t/pn] < 2exp(−ct2). Therefore,
the norm of (2.4) is O(n−1/2) for all B0,U.
Example 2.3. LetΩ= {0,1}, p =Be(1/3), q =Be(2/3) and µ= 1
2
(p⊗n/2⊗q⊗n/2+q⊗n/2⊗p⊗n/2) for an even n > 1. Let
σ : [0,1)→P (Ω), x 7→ p1{x < 1/2}+q1{x ≥ 1/2} and τ : [0,1)→P (Ω), x 7→σ(1− x). Let ν= 12 (δσ+δτ). Then
∆✷(µ,ν)=D✷(µ,ν)=O(n−1/2). (2.5)
Indeed, to construct a coupling γ of µ,ν let X ,Y ,Y ′ be three independent random variable such that X = Be(1/2),
Y ∈ {0,1}n has distribution p⊗n/2⊗ q⊗n/2 and Y ′ ∈ {0,1}n has distribution p⊗n/2⊗ q⊗n/2. Further, let G = (Y ,δσ) if
X = 0 and G = (Y ′,δτ) otherwise and let γ be the law of G. A similar application of Azuma’s inequality as in the
previous example yields (2.5).
2.2. Alternative descriptions. We recall that the (bipartite, decorated version of the) cut metric on the spaceWΩ
of measurable maps [0,1)2→P (Ω) can be defined as
δ✷( f ,g )= inf
s,t∈S[0,1)
sup
U ,V⊂[0,1)
∥∥∥∥∫
U×V
f (x, y)− g (s(x), t(y))dxdy
∥∥∥∥
1
(cf. [22, 29, 30]).
Let WΩ be the space obtained fromWΩ by identifying f ,g ∈WΩ such that δ✷( f ,g )= 0. Applying [22, Theorem 7.1]
to our setting, we obtain
Proposition 2.4. There is a homeomorphismMΩ→WΩ.
Proof. We recall that for any µ ∈ P (ΣΩ) there exists a measurable ϕ : [0,1)→ ΣΩ such that µ = ϕ(λ), i.e., µ(A) =
λ(ϕ−1(A)) for all measurable A ⊂ΣΩ. Hence, recalling that ϕ(x) ∈ L1([0,1),P (Ω)), µ yields a graphon wµ : [0,1]2 →
P (Ω), (x, y) 7→ (ϕ(x))(y). Due to [22, Theorem 7.1] the map µ¯ ∈MΩ 7→wµ ∈WΩ is a homeomorphism. 
Corollary 2.5. MΩ is a compact Polish space.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.4 and the fact that WΩ has these properties [29, Theorem 9.23]. 
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Diaconis and Janson [19] pointed out that the connection between WΩ and the Aldous-Hoover representation
of “exchangeable arrays” (see also Panchenko [34, Appendix A]). To apply this observation to MΩ, recall thatΩ
N×N
is compact (by Tychonoff’s theorem) and that a sequence (A(n))n of Ω
N×N-valued random variables converges to
A in distribution iff
lim
n→∞P
[
∀i , j ≤ k : Ai j (n)= ai j
]
= P
[
∀i , j ≤ k : Ai j = ai j
]
for all k, ai j ∈Ω.
Now, for µ¯ ∈MΩ define a random array A(µ¯) = (Ai j (µ¯)) ∈ΩN×N as follows. Let (σi )i∈N be a sequence of indepen-
dent samples from the distribution µ, independent of the sequence (x i )i∈N of independent uniform samples from
[0,1). Finally, independently for all i , j choose Ai j (µ¯) ∈Ω from the distributionσi (x j ) ∈P (Ω). Then in our context
the correspondence from [19, Theorem 8.4] reads
Corollary 2.6. The sequence (µ¯n)n converges to µ¯ ∈MΩ iff A(µ¯n) converges to A(µ¯) in distribution.
While Corollary 2.6 characterizes convergence in ∆✷( · , ·), the following statement applies to the strong metric
D✷( · , ·). For σ ∈ΣΩ and x1, . . . ,xk ∈ [0,1) define σ↓x1,...,xk =σ(x1)⊗·· ·⊗σ(xk ) ∈P (Ωk ). Moreover, for µ ∈MΩ let
µ↓x1 ,...,xk =
∫
ΣΩ
σ↓x1 ,...,xk dµ(σ).
If µ ∈P (Ωn) is a discrete measure, then µˆ↓x1 ,...,xk = áµ↓i1 ,...,ik with i j = ⌈nx j ⌉. As before, we let (x i )i≥1 be a sequence
of independent uniform samples from [0,1).
Corollary 2.7. If (µn)n
D✷→µ ∈MΩ, then for any integer k ≥ 1we have limn→∞E
∥∥µn↓x1 ,...,xk −µ↓x1 ,...,xk∥∥1 = 0.
Proof. By [22, Theorem 8.6] we can turn µ,µn into graphons w,wn : [0,1)
2 →P (Ω) such that for all n
µ=
∫1
0
δw ( · ,y)dy, µn =
∫1
0
δwn ( · ,y)dy and D✷(µ,µn)= sup
U ,V⊂[0,1)
∥∥∥∥∫
U×V
w(x, y)−wn (x, y)dxdy
∥∥∥∥
1
.
Let (y j ) j≥1 be independent and uniform on [0,1) and independent of (x i )i≥1. By [29, Theorem 10.7], we have
limn→∞D✷(µn ,µ)= 0 iff
lim
r→∞ limsupn→∞
E
[
max
I ,J⊂[r ]
∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
(i , j )∈I×J
w(x i , y j )−wn(x i , y j )
∥∥∥∥∥
1
]
= 0. (2.6)
Hence, we are left to show that (2.6) implies
∀k ≥ 1 : lim
n→∞E
∥∥µn↓x1 ,...,xk −µ↓x1 ,...,xk∥∥1 = 0. (2.7)
To this end, we note that by the strong law of large numbers uniformly for all x1, . . . ,xk ∈ [0,1] and n,
1
r
r∑
j=1
(w(x1, y j ), . . . ,w(xk , y j ))
r →∞→ µ↓x1 ,...,xk in probability, (2.8)
1
r
r∑
j=1
(wn(x1, y j ), . . . ,wn(xk , y j ))
r →∞→ µn↓x1 ,...,xk in probability. (2.9)
Hence, if (2.6) holds, then (2.7) follows from (2.8)–(2.9). 
As an application of Corollary 2.7 we obtain
Corollary 2.8. Assume that (µn)n is a sequence such that µn
D✷→µ ∈MΩ. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) There is σ ∈ΣΩ such that µ= δσ.
(ii) For any integer k ≥ 2we have
lim
n→∞E
∥∥µn↓x1,...,xk −µn↓x1 ⊗·· ·⊗µn↓xk∥∥1 = 0. (2.10)
(iii) The condition (2.10) holds for k = 2.
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Proof. The implication (i)⇒(ii) follows fromCorollary 2.7 and the step from (ii) to (iii) is immediate. Hence, assume
that (iii) holds. Then by Corollary 2.7 and the continuity of the ⊗-operator,
E
∥∥µ↓x1,x2 −µ↓x1 ⊗µ↓x2∥∥1 = limn→∞E∥∥µn↓x1,x2 −µn↓x1 ⊗µn↓x2∥∥1 = 0. (2.11)
Define σ˜ : [0,1)→P (Ω) by x 7→ µ↓x and assume that µ 6= δσ˜. Then D✷(µ,δσ˜)> 0 (by Fact 2.1), whence there exist
B ⊂ΣΩ,U ⊂ [0,1), ω ∈Ω such that ∫
B
[∫
U
σx (ω)− σ˜x (ω)dx
]2
dµ(σ)> 0. (2.12)
However, (2.11) entails∫
ΣΩ
[∫
U
σx (ω)− σ˜x (ω)dx
]2
dµ(σ)=
∫
ΣΩ
∫
U
∫
U
σx (ω)σy (ω)− σ˜x (ω)σ˜y (ω)dxdy dµ(σ)
= E[µ↓x1 ,x2 −µ↓x1 ⊗µ↓x2 |x1,x2 ∈U ]= 0,
in contradiction to (2.12). 
Remark 2.9. Strictly speaking, the results from [19, 29] are stated for graphons with values in [0,1], i.e., P (Ω) for
|Ω| = 2. However, they extend to |Ω| > 2 directly. For instance, the compactness proof [29, Chapter 9] is by way of the
regularity lemma, which we extend in Section 2.4 explicitly. Moreover, the sampling result for Corollary 2.7 follows
from [29, Chapter 10] by viewing w : [0,1)2 →P (Ω) as a family (wω)ω∈Ω, wω : (x, y) 7→ wx,y (ω) ∈ [0,1]. Finally, the
proof of Corollary 2.6 in [19] by counting homomorphisms, extends to P (Ω)-valued graphons [29, Section 17.1].
2.3. Algebraic properties. The cut metric is compatible with basic algebraic operations onmeasures. The follow-
ing is immediate.
Fact 2.10. If µn
D✷→µ, νnD✷→ν, then αµn + (1−α)νnD✷→αµ+ (1−α)ν for any α∈ (0,1).
The construction of a “product measure” is slightly more interesting. Let Ω,Ω′ be finite sets. For σ ∈ΣΩ,τ ∈ΣΩ′
we defineσ×τ ∈ΣΩ×Ω′ by letting σ×τ(x)=σ(x)⊗τ(x), whereσ(x)⊗τ(x) ∈P (Ω×Ω′) is the usual productmeasure
of σ(x),τ(x). Further, for µ ∈MΩ,ν ∈MΩ′ we define µ×ν ∈MΩ×Ω′ by
µ×ν=
∫
ΣΩ×ΣΩ′
δσ×τdµ⊗ν(σ,τ).
Clearly, µ×ν is quite different from the usual product measure µ⊗ν. However, for discretemeasures we observe
the following.
Fact 2.11. For µ ∈P (Ωn) and ν ∈P (Ω′n)we have µˆ× νˆ= µ⊗ν.
Proposition 2.12. If µn
D✷→µ ∈MΩ, νnD✷→ν ∈MΩ′ , then µn ×νnD✷→µ×ν.
Proof. Let ε> 0 and choose n0 large enough so thatD✷(µn ,µ)< ε andD✷(νn ,ν)< ε for all n >n0. By Fact 2.1 there
exist couplings γn ,γ
′
n of µn ,µ and νn ,ν such that (2.2) is attained. Because
∥∥p⊗p ′−q⊗q ′∥∥1 ≤ ∥∥p−q∥∥1+∥∥q−q ′∥∥1
for any p,q ∈P (Ω), p ′,q ′ ∈P (Ω), we obtain for anyU ⊂ [0,1), B ⊂MΩ, B ′ ⊂MΩ∥∥∥∥∫
B×B ′
∫
U
σ×σ′(x)−τ×τ′(x)dxdγn ⊗γ′n(σ,τ,σ′,τ′)
∥∥∥∥
1
< 2ε,
as desired. 
2.4. Regularity. For σ ∈ΣΩ andU ⊂ [0,1) measurable we write
σ[ω|U ]=
∫
U
σx (ω)dx.
Moreover, for µ ∈MΩ and a measurable S ⊂ ΣΩ with µ(S) > 0 we let µ[ · |S] ∈MΩ be the conditional distribution.
Further, let V = (V1, . . . ,VK ) be a partition of [0,1) into a finite number of pairwise disjoint measurable sets. Simi-
larly, let S = (S1, . . . ,SL) be a partition of ΣΩ into pairwise disjoint measurable sets. We write #V ,#S for the number
K ,L of classes, respectively. A measure µ ∈MΩ is ε-regularwith respect to (V ,S) if there exists R ⊂ [#V ]× [#S] such
that the following conditions hold.
REG1: λ(Vi )> 0 and µ(S j )> 0 for all (i , j )∈R.
REG2:
∑
(i , j )∈R λ(Vi )µ(S j )> 1−ε.
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REG3: for all (i , j )∈R and all σ,σ′ ∈ S j we have
∥∥σ[ · |Vi ]−σ′[ · |Vi ]∥∥1 < ε.
REG4: if (i , j )∈R, then for everyU ⊂Vi with λ(U )≥ ελ(Vi ) and every T ⊂ S j with µ(T )≥ εµ(S j ) we have∥∥∥〈σ[ · |U ]〉µ[ · |T ]−〈σ[ · |Vi ]〉µ[ · |S j ]∥∥∥1 < ε.
Thus, R is a set of index pairs (i , j ) of “good squares” Vi ×S j . REG1 provides that every good square has positive
measure and REG2 that the total probability mass of good squares is at least 1−ε. Further, by REG3 the averages
σ[ · |Vi ],σ′[ · |Vi ] ∈P (Ω) over Vi of any two σ,σ′ ∈ S j are close. Finally, and most importantly, REG4 requires that
the average 〈σ[ · |U ]〉µ[ · |T ] over a “biggish” sub-squareU ×T is close to the mean over the entire square Vi ×S j .
A refinement of a partition (V ,S) is a partition (V ′,S ′) such that for every pair (i ′, j ′) ∈ [#V ′]× [S ′] there is a pair
(i , j )∈ [#V ]× [S] such that (V ′
i ′ ,S
′
j ′ )⊂ (Vi ,S j ).
Theorem 2.13. For any ε> 0 there exists N =N (ε,Ω) such that for everyµ ∈MΩ the following is true. Every partition
(V 0,S0)with #V 0+#S0 ≤ 1/ε has a refinement (V ,S) such that #V +#S ≤N with respect to which µ is ε-regular.
In light of Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.13 would follow from the regularity lemma for graphons [29, Lemma 9.16]
if we were to drop condition REG3. In fact, adapting the standard proof from [36] to accommodate REG3 is not
difficult. For the sake of completeness we carry this out in detail in Section 2.5.
A regularity lemma for measures on Ωn was proved in [8]. But even in the discrete case Theorem 2.13 gives a
stronger result. The improvement is that REG4 above holds for all “small sub-squares”U ×T simultaneously.
How does the concept of regularity connect with the cut metric? For a partition V of [0,1] and σ ∈ ΣΩ define
σ[ · |V ] ∈WΩ by
σx [ω|V ]=
∑
i∈[#V ]
1{x ∈Vi }σx [ω|Vi ].
Thus, σ[ · |V ] : [0,1)→P (Ω) is constant on the classes of V . Further, for a pair (V ,S) of partitions and µ ∈MΩ let
µ[ · |V ,S]=
∑
i∈[#S ]
δ∫
Si
σ[ · |V ]dµ(σ).
Hence, µ[ · |V ,S] ∈MΩ is supported on a discrete set of functions [0,1)→P (Ω) that are constant on the classes of
V . Wemight think of µ[ · |V ,S] as the “conditional expectation” of µ with respect to (V ,S).
Proposition 2.14. Let ε> 0 and assume that µ is ε-regular w.r.t. (V ,S). Then D✷(µ,µ[ · |V ,S])< 2ε.
Proof. Letσ(i) =∫Si σ[ · |V ]dµ(σ). We define a coupling γ ofµ,µ[ · |V ,S] in the obvious way: for ameasurable X ⊂ Si
let γ(X × {σ(i)})= µ(X ). Now, letU ⊂ [0,1] and B ⊂Σ2
Ω
be measurable. Due to the construction of our coupling we
may assume that B =⋃i Bi × {σ(i)} for certain sets Bi ⊂ Si . Moreover, letU j =U ∩V j . Then∥∥∥∥∫
B
∫
U
σ(x)−τ(x)dxdη(σ,τ)
∥∥∥∥
1
≤
∑
(i , j ):µ(Si )λ(V j )>0
µ(Si )λ(V j )
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Bi
∫
U j
σ(x)− si (x)
dx
λ(V j )
dµ(σ)
µ(Si )
∥∥∥∥∥
1
.
By REG1 and REG4 the last expression is less than 2ε. 
Corollary 2.15. For any ε > 0 there exists N = N (ε) > 0 such that for any µ ∈ MΩ there exist σ1, . . . ,σN ∈ ΣΩ and
w = (w1, . . . ,wN ) ∈P ([N ]) such that D✷
(
µ,
∑k
i=1wiδσi
)< ε.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.13 and Proposition 2.14. 
2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.13. Following the path beaten in [8, 36, 37], we define the index of (V ,S) as
indµ(V ,S)= E〈Var[σx [ω]|V ,S]〉µ =
1
|Ω|
∑
ω∈Ω
#V∑
i=1
#S j∑
j=1
∫
S j
∫
Vi
(
σx (ω)−
∫
S j
∫
Vi
σy (ω)
dy
λ(Vi )
dµ(σ)
µ(S j )
)2
dxdµ(σ).
There is only one simple step that we add to the proof from [36]. Namely, following [8], we begin by refining the
partition S0 to guarantee REG3. Specifically, the compact set P (Ω) has a partition into a finite number of sets
Q = (Q1, . . . ,QK ) such that
∥∥µ−µ′∥∥1 ≤ ε for all µ,µ′ ∈ Qi , i ∈ [K ]. Now, let V (1) = V 0 and let S(1) be the coarsest
refinement of S0 such that for every i ∈ [#V 1], j ∈ #S1 there is k ∈ [K ] such that σ[ · |Vi ] ∈Qk for all σ ∈ S j (1). Then
#S(1)≤ K #S0.
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Starting from (V (1),S(1)), we construct a sequence (V (t),S(t)) of partitions inductively. The construction stops
once µ is ε-regular w.r.t. (V (t),S(t)), in which case we are done. Assuming otherwise, consider the set R¯(t) ⊂
[#V (t)]× [#S(t)] of (i , j ) such that REG4 fails to hold on (Vi ,S j ). Then∑
(i , j )∈R¯ (t )
λ(Vi )µ(S j )≥ ε. (2.13)
Further, for each (i , j ) ∈ R¯ there existUi ⊂Vi , λ(Ui )≥ ελ(Vi ), T j ⊂ S j , µ(T j )≥ εµ(S j ) and ωi j such that∣∣∣〈σ[ωi j |Ui ]〉µ[ · |T j ]−〈σ[ωi j |Vi ]〉µ[ · |S j ]∣∣∣≥ ε|Ω| . (2.14)
Obtain the partition (V (t , i , j ),S(t , i , j )) from (V (t),S(t)) by splitting Vi and S j into the sub-classesUi , Vi \Ui and
S j , S j \T j . Clearly, #V i j ≤ 2#V and #S i j ≤ 2#S , respectively. Then
E[
〈
Var[σx (ωi j )|V (t),S(t)]
〉
µ[ · |S j ] |Vi ]= E[
〈
Var[σx (ωi j )|V (t , i , j ),S(t , i , j )]
〉
µ[ · |S j ] |Vi ]
+E[
〈
Var[E[σx (ωi j )|V (t , i , j ),S(t , i , j )]|V (t),S(t)]
〉
µ[ · |S j ] |Vi ]. (2.15)
Moreover, (2.14) implies that on Vi ×S j we have
Var[E[σx [ω]|V (t , i , j ),S(t , i , j )]|V (t),S(t)]≥
λ(Ui )
λ(Vi )
µ(T j )
µ(S j )
∣∣∣〈σ[ωi j |Ui ]〉µ[ · |T j ]−〈σ[ωi j |Vi ]〉µ[ · |S j ]∣∣∣2 . (2.16)
Combining (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16), we obtain
E[
〈
Var[σx (ωi j )|V (t),S(t)]
〉
µ[ · |S j ] |Vi ]≥ E[
〈
Var[σx (ωi j )|V (t , i , j ),S(t , i , j )]
〉
µ[ · |S j ] |Vi ]+λ(Ui )µ(T j )
ε2
|Ω|3 . (2.17)
Now, let (V (t +1),S ′(t +1)) denote the coarsest common refinement of all the partitions (V (t , i , j ),S(t , i , j ))i , j∈R¯ .
Finally, obtain S(t+1) fromS ′(t+1) as in the very first stepby splitting each class S ′
j
(t+1) into classes (S ′
j ,k
(t+1))k≤K
such that
∥∥σ[ · |V i (t +1)]−σ′[ · |V i (t +1)]∥∥1 < ε for all i ∈ [#V (t + 1)]. Then (2.17) and the monotonicity of the
conditional variance imply
indµ(V (t +1),S(t +1))≤ indµ(V (t),S(t))−
ε2
|Ω|3
∑
(i , j )∈R¯
λ(Ui )µ(T j )≤ indµ(V (t),S(t))−
ε5
|Ω|3 . (2.18)
Since the index lies between 0 and 1, (2.18) implies that the construction stops after at most ε−5|Ω|3 steps.
3. THE REPLICA SYMMETRIC SOLUTION
In this section we apply the notion of convergence and the results from Section 2 to Gibbs measures induced by
random graphs. Many of the arguments build upon the work of Panchenko on asymptotic Gibbs measures [33].
3.1. Random factor graphs. A remarkably wide variety of problems in combinatorics can be described in terms
of factor graphs. These are bipartite graphs with two types of vertices called variable nodes and constraint nodes.
The variable nodes can be assigned “spins” from a finite setΩ and each constraint node is decorated with a weight
function that assigns every spin configuration of its adjacent variable nodes a positive weight. Natural examples
of such models occur in combinatorics, mathematical physics or information theory [31, 35]. We shall see a few
concrete examples in just a moment.
Let us first attempt an abstract, fairly comprehensive definition (see [8] for an even more general setup). Sup-
pose that Ω is a given finite set of spins and that Ψ is a set of functions ψ :Ωkψ → (0,∞) of arity kψ ≥ 1. A (Ω,Ψ)-
factor graphG = (VG ,FG , (ψa )a∈FG ,∂G ) consists of
GR1: (finite or) countable disjoint sets VG ,FG ,
GR2: a map a ∈ FG 7→ψa ∈Ψ,
GR3: a map ∂G : FG →
⋃
l≥1V lG such that ∂Ga = (∂G (a, j )) j ∈V
kψa
G
for all a ∈ FG and such that for every x ∈VG
the set {a ∈ FG : ∃ j ∈ [kψa ] : x = ∂G (a, j )} is finite.
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Let us introduce the shorthand ka = kψa for the arity of the constraint a. Moreover, if σ : VG → Ω, then we let
σ(∂Ga)= (σ(∂G (a,1)), . . . ,σ(∂G (a,ka ))).
A finite factor graph G naturally induces a probability measure on the set ΩVG of all possible assignments: the
Gibbs measure ofG is defined by
µG :Ω
VG → (0,1), σ 7→ Z−1G
∏
a∈FG
ψa(σ(∂Ga)), where ZG =
∑
σ∈ΩVG
∏
a∈FG
ψa (σ(∂Ga)) (3.1)
is the partition function of G. Thus, the probability mass that µG assigns to σ is proportional to the weights
ψa (σ(∂Ga)) that the constraint nodes a assign to the spin configurations of their incident variables.
Naturally, we can view a factor graph as a bipartite graph with node sets VG and FG such that each a ∈ FG is
adjacent to the variable nodes ∂G (a, j ) for j ≤ kψa . Hence, we call them the neighbors of a and take license to just
write ∂Ga for the set of neighbors. Conversely, we write ∂Gx for the set of constraint nodes a such that x ∈ ∂Ga.
By GR3 ∂G x is a finite set for every x. Further, a rooted factor graph is a connected factor graph together with a
distinguished variable node r , its root.
However, we keep in mind that the “bipartite graph” point of view looses a bit of information. Indeed, the
neighbors of a are ordered. This is important in evaluating (3.1) because theψa need not be permutation invariant.
Example 3.1 (The Ising model on the grid Z2). Let Gn be a finite subgraph of Z
2 (say a large box), Ω = {±1}, and
ψ : {±1}2 → (0,∞) be defined by ψ(x1,x2) = exp(β · x1x2) for a fixed real number β. Then the Ising model on Gn is
defined by
µGn (σ)=
∏
(u,v)∈E (Gn )ψ(σ(u),σ(v))
ZGn
,
where
ZGn =
∑
σ∈{±1}V (G)
∏
(u,v)∈E (Gn )
ψ(σ(u),σ(v)) .
If β> 0 we say the model is ferromagnetic (like spins preferred across edges) and if β< 0, the model is antiferromag-
netic.
Example 3.2 (The (positive-temperature) k-SAT model). The k-SAT model is an example of a factor model with
multiple constraint types. We takeΩ= {±1} and have 2k constraint types, each of arity k, indexed by vectors c ∈ {±1}k ,
with
ψ(c)(x)= exp(−β1 {c ·x =−k})
for x ∈ {±1}k . The temperature parameter β is a fixed real number controlling how much satisfied clauses are pre-
ferred to unsatisfied clause. The 2k different constraint function types correspond to the 2k different ways to assign
signs to k variables that appear together in a k-CNF clause. We have c · x = −k if all k signed variables are −1, in
which case the clause is unsatisfied. We form a random instance of the k-SAT model by choosing a random number
of constraints of each of the 2k types to form FG , and to each constraint a ∈ FG attaching a uniformly randomordered
set of k variable nodes xa1 , . . .xak fromVG = {x1, . . .xn}. The Gibbs measure is then a probability distribution over all
assignments to the n variables given by
µG (σ)=
∏
a∈FG ψa(σ(xa1 ), . . .σ(xak ))
ZG
where ZG =
∑
σ
∏
a∈FG
ψa (σ(xa1), . . .σ(xak )).
Studying µG can be viewed as a generalization of the MAX k-SAT problem [3]. In fact, the maximum number of
clauses that can be satisfied simultaneously comes out as |FG |+ limβ→∞ ∂∂β lnZG .
Apart fromnatural geometric factor graphmodels such as the Isingmodel, there is substantial interest inmodels
where the geometry of interactions is random like in Example 3.2. For instance, suchmodels appear in the statisti-
cal mechanics of disordered systems, coding theory and, of course, the theory of random graphs itself [23, 31, 35].
Perhaps the simplest and most natural way of defining such models is by extension of the Erdo˝s-Rényi model.
Hence, given a set Ψ of possible weight functions and a sequence ρ = (ρψ)ψ∈Ψ of positive reals we define the
random factor graph Gn =Gn(Ψ,ρ) as follows. The set of variable nodes is Vn = {x1, . . . ,xn }. Moreover, choosing
mψ = Po(nρψ) independently for eachψ ∈Ψ, we define the set of constraint nodes as
Fn = {aψ,i : i ≤mψ for allψ ∈Ψ}.
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Further, independently for each aψ,i ∈ Fn choose ∂Gnaψ,i ∈V
kψ
n uniformly at random.
A random factor graphGn induces aGibbsmeasureµGn onΩ
n via (3.1). Thus, we could just apply the “limit the-
ory” for discrete measures from Section 2 to the sequence (µGn )n . Indeed, this is essentially what Panchenko [33]
does (using the Aldous-Hoover representation instead of Section 2). However, the geometry of the sparse random
graph Gn contains additional information that is not directly encoded in the measure µGn . Hence, the basic idea
in the following is to study the convergence of the sequence (µGn )n of measures jointly with the convergence of
the geometry of the factor graph Gn . This will enable us to identify the limit of (µGn )n with a “geometric” measure
on a (possible infinite) random tree. In particular, we aim to use these insights to get a handle on the free energy of
the model, defined as
lim
n→∞
1
n
E[lnZGn ], (3.2)
provided that the limit even exists. (Of course,Ψ,ρ remain fixed as n grows.)
A similar “geometric” approach was pursued in [8] for a more general class of factor graphmodels, and without
a proper notion of convergence of the sequence of Gibbs measures. For the more specific models studied here we
will obtain somewhat stronger results from simpler proofs.
3.2. Local weak convergence. To carry out this program we need to set up a notion of a “limit” of the geometry
of Gn as n →∞. To adapt the appropriate formalism of “local weak convergence” [6, 12, 29] to our context, let
G = (VG ,FG ,∂G , (ψa )a∈FG ,r ),G ′ = (VG ′ ,FG ′ ,∂G ′ , (ψa )a∈FG ,r ′) be two rooted factor graphs. An isomorphism f :G→G ′
is a bijection f :VT ∪FT →VT ′ ∪FT ′ such that
ISM1: f (VT )=VT ′ , f (FT )= FT ′ , f (r )= r ′,
ISM2: ψ f (a) =ψa for all a ∈ FT ,
ISM3: ∂T ′ ( f (a), j )= f (∂T (a, j )) for all j ∈ [kψa ].
We writeG ∼=G ′ if there is an isomorphism G→G ′.
Let [G] be the isomorphism class of G and let G be the set of all isomorphism classes. Further, for an integer
ℓ ≥ 1 let ∂ℓG be obtained from G by deleting all (variable and constraint) nodes whose distance from the root
exceeds 2ℓ. Then it makes sense to write ∂ℓ[G], becauseG ∼=H implies that ∂ℓG ∼= ∂ℓH for all ℓ.
To be allowed to use standard graph terminology for isomorphism classes, let us pick one representative G0 of
every isomorphism class [G] arbitrarily. Hence, if we speak, e.g., of “the neighbor of the root of [G]”, we refer to the
corresponding object in the chosen representativeG0.
We endowGwith the coarsest topology that makes all the functions
G→ {0,1}, [G] 7→ 1{∂ℓG ∼= ∂ℓH } ([H ] ∈G) (3.3)
continuous. Moreover, let T ⊂G be the set of all isomorphism classes of all acyclic rooted factor graphs with the
induced topology. The spacesG,T are Polish [6, 12]. Hence, so are the spaces P (G),P (T) of probability measures
onG,Twith the weak topology. Additionally, we equip the spacesP 2(G),P 2(T) of probabilitymeasures onP (G),
P (T) with the weak topology as well.
For a factor graphG and a variable node v letG↑v be the connected component of v inG rooted at v . Thus, G↑v
is a rooted factor graph. Similarly, if (G,r ) is a rooted factor graph, then G↑v = (G,v) is obtained by re-rooting at v .
Each factor graphG induces an empirical distribution onG, namely
ΛG = |VG |−1
∑
x∈VG
δG↑x ∈P (G).
Hence, the random factor graph gives rise to a distribution
Λn = E[δΛGn ] ∈P
2(G).
Due to the definition (3.3) of the topology, this measure captures the distribution of the “local structure” ofGn , i.e.,
the “statistics” of the bounded-size neighborhoods.
Guided by the example of the Erdo˝s-Rényi random graph, we expect that the local structure of Gn is described
by a branching process. Specifically, starting from a single variable node V0 = {x0} and with T0 the tree consisting
of x0 only, we build a sequence of random trees (T ℓ)ℓ as follows. Let (Aψ,x )ψ∈Ψ,x∈Vℓ be a family of independent
random variables such that Aψ,x has distribution Po(ρψ).
Now, obtain T ℓ+1 from T ℓ by attaching Yψ,x children, which are constraint nodes with weight function ψ, to
each x ∈ Vℓ. For each of them independently choose the position that the parent variable occupies uniformly and
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independently from [kψ] and attach kψ−1 further variable nodes. Finally, let Vℓ+1 be the set of variable nodes of
T ℓ+1 at distance precisely 2(ℓ+1) from the root.
Let ϑℓ ∈P (Tℓ) be the distribution of the random tree T ℓ. Because the topology is generated by the functions
(3.3), (ϑℓ)ℓ≥1 is a Cauchy sequence. Since P (T) is a complete space, there exists a limit ϑ ∈P (T). Further, write T
for a random (possibly infinite) tree drawn from ϑ.
Proposition 3.3. We have limn→∞Λn = δϑ.
Proof. For T ∈T and ℓ≥ 1 letQT,ℓ(Gn) be the number of variable nodes x of Gn such that ∂ℓGn↑x ∼= ∂ℓT . Unravel-
ling the construction of the topology via (3.3), we see that limn→∞Λn = δϑ iff n−1QT,ℓ(Gn) converges in probability
to P
[
∂ℓT = ∂ℓT ] for every T,ℓ.
Hence, fix T,ℓ and assume that n is large. Further, let G ′n be a random factor graph with variable nodes Vn
in which for every ψ ∈Ψ each of the nkψ possible constraint with weight function ψ is present with probability
pψ = ρψn1−kψ independently. Then the number Mψ of constraints of type ψ has distribution Bin(nkψ ,pψ), and
they are mutually independent. Because the total variation distance of Mψ and Po(nρψ) is o(1) as n →∞, the
same is true of the random graph distributions Gn ,G
′
n .
We are now going to show by induction on ℓ that there is a coupling of [∂ℓ
Gn
x1] and ∂
ℓT such that both coincide
with probability 1−o(1). For ℓ = 0 there is nothing to show as both graphs consist of the root only. To proceed
from ℓ to ℓ+1, letWℓ be the set of variable nodes at distance precisely 2ℓ from x1 in G ′n and let Vℓ be the set of
variable nodes at distance precisely 2ℓ from rT . Further, condition on the event Eℓ = {[∂ℓGn x1] = ∂
ℓT } and fix an
isomorphism
ϕ : ∂ℓGn x1→ ∂
ℓT .
Moreover, letX be the event that the random factor graphGn either contains a constraint node a such that |∂Gna∩
Wℓ| ≥ 2 or a constraint nodes b,c such that |∂Gnb∩Wℓ|, |∂Gn c∩Wℓ| = 1 and ∂Gnb∩∂Gn c \Wℓ 6= ;. Because the tree
T remains fixed as we let n →∞, the number of possible a,b,c with these properties is O(nkψ−2) for every ψ.
Therefore, P[X |Eℓ]=O(1/n). Furthermore, for every x ∈Wℓ let numberDx,ψ be the number of constraint nodes a
of typeψ such that ∂Gna∩
⋃
l≤ℓWl = {x}. Given Eℓ∩X ,Dx,ψ has distribution kψ ·Bin((n−|
⋃
l≤ℓWl |−O(1))kψ−1,qψ),
and the Dx,ψ are asymptotically independent. Analogously, let dx,ψ be the number of constraint nodes a of typeψ
that are children x ∈Vℓ. Then dx,ψ has distribution Po(kψρψ) by the construction of T , and the dx,ψ are mutually
independent. Consequently, since |Wℓ| = O(1) as n →∞, there exists a coupling of the vectors (dx,ψ)x∈Wℓ,ψ∈Ψ,
(Dx,ψ)x∈Vℓ,ψ∈Ψ such that P
[
∀x,ψ : dx,ψ =Dϕ(x),ψ|X ∩Eℓ
]
= 1− o(1). Hence, we obtain a coupling of ∂ℓ+1
Gn
x1 and
∂ℓ+1T such that P[[∂ℓ+1
Gn
x1]= ∂ℓ+1T ]= 1−o(1), as desired.
Because the random factor graphmodel is invariant under permutations of the variable nodes, the existence of
this coupling implies that E[QT,ℓ(Gn)]∼ nP
[
∂ℓT = ∂ℓT ]. To estimate the second moment E[QT,ℓ(Gn)2], we repeat
the argument from the previous paragraph for the two variable nodes x1,x2 to show that
P
[
∂ℓGn x1 = T,∂
ℓ
Gn
x2 = T ′
]
∼ P
[
∂ℓT = ∂ℓT
]
P
[
∂ℓT = ∂ℓT
]
. (3.4)
Once more by permutation-invariance, (3.4) implies that E[QT,ℓ(Gn)
2]∼ E[QT,ℓ(Gn)]2. Finally, the desired conver-
gence in probability follows from Chebyshev’s inequality. 
3.3. Replica symmetry. Having discussed themeaning of “convergence of the local structure”, let us now return to
the convergence of the Gibbs measure µGn itself. The “cavity method”, a non-rigorous but sophisticated approach
from statistical physics [26, 31], predicts a relatively simple formula for the free energy (3.2) if µGn converges to an
atomδw ,w ∈ΣΩ, in themetric∆✷( · , ·). This convergence assumption roughly coincideswith the replica symmetry
condition from physics [26, 33]. According to the cavity method, in the replica symmetric case the free energy can
be calculated by applying an explicit functional, the Bethe free energy [38], to a fixed point of a message passing
scheme called Belief Propagation [31]. We are going to vindicate this prediction.
But beforewe introduce Belief Propagation and the Bethe free energy, let us briefly discuss the replica symmetry
assumption. Formally, we are going to assume that there is a function w ∈ΣΩ such that
lim
n→∞E
[
∆✷(µGn ,δw )
]= 0. (3.5)
In other words, µGn converges to δw in probability with respect to ∆✷( · , ·).
The assumption (3.5) holds in all examples of random factor graph models where we currently have an at least
somewhat explicit formula for the free energy (to our knowledge). For example, this includes all cases in which
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the free energy can be computed by the “second moment method” (e.g., [1, 2, 17]). Indeed, in these examples
w : x ∈ [0,1) 7→ p ∈P (Ω) is a constant function. However, there are replica symmetric models in which the limiting
density w is not constant.
Instead of relying on the secondmomentmethod, the condition (3.5) canbe checked (and the functionw canbe
computed) by studying spatial mixing properties of the Gibbsmeasure; for an example see [9]. Let us give a simple
generic proof that the non-reconstruction condition, a spatial mixing property, entails (3.5); this was predicted
in [26].
For a random factor graph Gn , a variable node x ∈Vn and ℓ≥ 1 let ∇ℓ(Gn ,x) be the σ-algebra onΩVn generated
by the events {σ(y) =ω} for all ω ∈Ω and all variables y at distance greater than 2ℓ from x. Thus, in the measure
µGn [ · |∇ℓ(G,x)] we condition on all the values of all the variable nodes at distance greater than 2ℓ from x. The
random factor graphmodel has the non-reconstruction property if
lim
ℓ→∞
lim
n→∞E
〈∥∥µ↓x1 −µ↓x1 [ · |∇ℓ(Gn ,x1)]∥∥1〉µGn = 0. (3.6)
To parse (3.6), we note that the outer expectation E[ · ] refers to the choice of the random factor graph Gn . Further,
the outer mean 〈 · 〉Gn over the Gibbs measure of Gn generates the random boundary condition. We then compare
the conditional marginal µ↓x1 [ · |∇ℓ(G,n x1)] given the boundary condition with the unconditional marginal µ↓x1 .
Because the distribution of Gn is invariant under permutations of the variables, the choice of the variable x1 in
(3.6) is irrelevant. Hence, (3.6) provides that the impact of a random boundary condition on the marginal of any
specific variable xi diminishes in the limit ℓ,n→∞.
Proposition 3.4. Assume that limn→∞E[∆✷(µGn ,µ)] = 0 for some µ ∈MΩ. If (3.6) holds, then there exists w ∈ ΣΩ
such that µ¯= δw ; thus, (3.5) holds.
Proof. We apply an argument from [32] developed for the “stochastic block model” to our setup. Due to Corol-
lary 2.8 and because the distribution of Gn is invariant under permutations of the variables it suffices to prove
lim
n→∞E
∥∥µGn↓x1 ,x2 −µGn↓x1 ⊗µGn↓x2∥∥1 = 0. (3.7)
Hence, assume that (3.6) holds but (3.7) does not. Then there existω1,ω2 ∈Ω and 0< ε< 0.1 such that for infinitely
many n we have
P
[∣∣∣〈1{σx1 =ω1}|σx2 =ω2〉µGn −〈1{σx1 =ω1}〉µGn ∣∣∣> 2ε, 〈1{σx2 =ω2}〉µGn > 2ε]> 2ε. (3.8)
Thus, let ℓ be a large enough integer and let E be the event that the distance between x1,x2 in Gn is greater than
2ℓ. Because our factor graph Gn is sparse and random, we have P[E ]= 1−o(1) as n→∞. Therefore, (3.8) implies
P
[∣∣∣〈1{σx1 =ω1}|σx2 =ω2〉µGn −〈1{σx1 =ω1}〉µGn ∣∣∣> ε, 〈1{σx2 =ω2}〉> ε, E ]> ε. (3.9)
To complete the proof, letS be the set of allσ ∈ΩVn such thatσx2 =ω2. If the event E occurs, then given∇ℓ(Gn ,x1)
the value assigned to x2 is fixed. Therefore, (3.9) implies
E
〈∥∥µ↓x1 −µ↓x1 [ · |∇ℓ(Gn ,x1)]∥∥1〉µGn ≥ E[1{E }〈∥∥µ↓x1 −µ↓x1 [ · |∇ℓ(Gn ,x1)]∥∥1 |S 〉µGn 〈1{σ ∈S }〉µGn ]≥ ε3,
in contradiction to (3.6). 
Assumption (3.6), and hence (3.5), is a weaker than the assumption of Gibbs uniqueness, another spatial mix-
ing property. Under this stronger assumption Dembo, Montanari, and Sun [18] used an interpolation scheme to
compute the free energy in a wide variety of factor models on graphs converging locally to random trees. Further
related work on Gibbs uniqueness and/or the interpolation method includes [10, 14, 20].
Although non-reconstruction is sufficient for (3.5) to hold, it is not a necessary condition. Yet there are quite a
few examples of random factor graph models where the condition is expected (or known) to hold but where the
free energy has not been computed rigorously (e.g., the random k-SAT model [26] or planted models [25]). We
expect that these could be tackled via Proposition 3.4 and the other results in this section.
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3.4. Belief Propagation. To establish a connection between the Gibbs measure µGn and the limit ϑ of the local
structure of the factor graph we are going to use the Belief Propagation scheme, which plays a key role in the
physicists’ “cavity method” [31, Chapter 14]. In fact, due to the Poisson structure of the tree distribution ϑ, Belief
Propagation takes a relatively simple form in our setting.
If we look at the random graph Gn , then by Proposition 3.3 ϑ gives the fraction of variable nodes xi such that
∂ℓ
Gn
T ∼= ∂ℓT for every tree T . Suppose that for each tree T we record the empirical distribution of the marginals
µGn↓xi of such variable nodes. Since each marginal is a distribution on P (Ω), this empirical distribution lies in
P
2(Ω)=P (P (Ω)). Hence, we obtain a map T→P 2(Ω). According to the Belief Propagation equations, this map
must satisfy a certain “consistency condition”. To be specific, for a variable node v of T rooted at rT let ∂T ↓v be the
set of all children of v . Moreover, let T↓v be the tree “pending on v”, i.e., the connected component of v in the tree
obtained from T by removing the neighbor a on the path from v to rT . Then the marginal distribution of T must
be “consistent” with the marginal distributions of the trees T↓v for v at distance exactly two from the root rT .
To formalize this, we call a measurable map ν⋆ : T→P 2(Ω), T 7→ ν⋆T a ϑ-Belief Propagation fixed point if the
following condition holds for ϑ-almost all trees T ∈T. Independently for each variable y at distance precisely two
from rT choose ηT,y ∈P (Ω) from the distribution ν⋆T↓y . Moreover, for each constraint node a ∈ ∂T rT let
ηˆT,a (ω)∝
∑
σ∈Ω∂T a
1{σrT =ω}ψa (σ)
∏
y∈∂T ↓a
ηT,y (σy ) (ω ∈Ω). (3.10)
Then we require that
ηrT (ω)∝
∏
a∈∂T rT
ηˆT,a (ω) (ω ∈Ω) (3.11)
has distribution ν⋆T . The idea behind (3.10)–(3.11) is that the marginal distribution of the spin of the root variable
behaves as though the the spins assigned to the roots of the subtrees were independent. For a detailed derivation
of the Belief Propagation equations see [31, Chapter 14].
We would like to show that under the assumption (3.5) the marginals of the Gibbs measure µGn “converge to”
a Belief Propagation fixed point. To this end, we define for a tree T ∈ T, an integer ℓ ≥ 0 and a factor graph Gn
the distribution νGn ,T,ℓ ∈ P (Ω)2 as follows. Let V (Gn ,T,ℓ) be the set of all xi ∈ Vn such that ∂ℓGn xi ∼= ∂
ℓT . If
V (Gn ,T,ℓ) 6= ; we let
νGn ,T,ℓ =
1
|V (Gn ,T,ℓ)|
∑
x∈V (Gm ,T,ℓ)
δµGn↓x .
Thus, νGn ,T,ℓ is the empirical distribution of the Gibbs marginals µGn↓x for x ∈V (Gn ,T,ℓ). If V (Gn ,T,ℓ)=;, we let
νGn ,T,ℓ be the uniform distribution on P (Ω), say. Recall that d1( · , ·) denotes the L1-Wasserstein metric.
Theorem 3.5. If (3.5) holds, then there exists a ϑ-Belief Propagation fixed point ν⋆
T
such that
lim
ℓ→∞
lim
n→∞EGn ,T [d1(νGn ,T ,ℓ,ν
⋆
T )]= 0. (3.12)
Thus, for large enough ℓ,n and for a random treeT the empirical distribution of themarginals of those variables
of Gn whose depth-ℓ neighborhood is isomorphic to ∂
ℓT is close to ν⋆
T
. In particular, in the limit n→∞ the Gibbs
measures µGn on the random factor graph induce a Belief Propagation fixed point on the limiting random tree T .
Panchenko [33] proved a related fixed point property under different assumptions. While he does not require
the convergence in probability assumption (3.5), he imposes certain additional conditions on the random factor
graph model (which may not be strictly necessary). Moreover, Panchenko’s result just provides a “single-level”
distributional fixed point equation, rather than a full “unwrapping” into a ϑ-Belief Propagation fixed point. The
proof of Theorem 3.5 is by extension of the argument from [33, Section 2]; in fact, the “unwrapping” requires a fair
amount of work.
The proof of Theorem 3.5 yields the following “geometric” fact about the interplay of the marginals on the ran-
dom factor graph. For a factor graphG and a variable node x let G− x be the factor graph obtained by removing x
and its adjacent constraint nodes.
Corollary 3.6. If (3.5) holds then
lim
n→∞
1
n
∑
x∈Vn
∑
ω∈Ω
E
∣∣∣∣∣µGn↓x (ω)−
∏
a∈∂Gn x
∑
s:∂Gn a→Ω1 {sx =ω}ψa (s)
∏
y∈∂Gn−xa µGn−x↓y (sy )∑
ω′∈Ω
∏
a∈∂Gn x
∑
s:∂Gn a→Ω1 {sx =ω′}ψa (s)
∏
y∈∂Gn−xa µGn−x↓y (sy )
∣∣∣∣∣= 0,
where the expectation is over the choice of the random factor graphGn .
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3.5. The Bethe free energy. According to the “cavity method”, we can extract 1
n
E[lnZGn ] from the Belief Propaga-
tion fixed point from Theorem 3.5 via a formula called the Bethe free energy [31, Section 14.2.4]. Suppose that ν⋆
is a Belief Propagation fixed point. For a tree T ∈ T with root rT and y at distance two from rT let ηT,y ∈P (Ω) be
independently chosen from ν⋆T↓y
. Moreover, for a ∈ ∂T rT define ηˆT,a ∈P (Ω) as in (3.10). Further, let
η˜T,a (σ)∝
∏
b∈∂T rT \{a}
νˆT,b (σ), (σ ∈Ω), (3.13)
ϕT = ln
∑
σ∈Ω
∏
a∈∂T rT
ηˆT,a (σ), ϕˆT,a = ln
∑
σ∈Ω∂T a
ψa (σ)η˜T,a (σrT )
∏
y∈∂T ↓a
ηT,y (σy ), (3.14)
ϕ˜T,a = ln
∑
σ∈Ω
η˜T,a (σ)ηˆT,a (σ). (3.15)
(The arguments of all the above logarithms are strictly positive. Indeed, because the functions ψ ∈Ψ take strictly
positive values, (3.10) ensures that ηˆT,a (ω)> 0 for all ω ∈Ω. Hence, ϕ is well-defined. So are ϕˆa , ϕ˜a , by the same
token.) Taking the expectation over T and independent ηy ∈P (Ω) for all y at distance two from rT , we define the
Bethe free energy as
Bϑ(ν
⋆
T )= E
[
ϕT +
∑
a∈∂T rT
(
ϕˆT ,a
ka
− ϕ˜T ,a
)]
. (3.16)
Theorem 3.7. Assume that (3.5) holds and let ν⋆
T
be a ϑ-Belief Propagation fixed point such that (3.12) holds. Then
lim
n→∞
1
n
E[lnZGn ]=Bϑ(ν⋆T ).
Hence, Theorems 3.5 and 3.7 show that under the assumption (3.5) the free energy of the random factor graph
model comes out in terms of a “geometric” measure, i.e., a Belief Propagation fixed point on the limiting tree that
captures the local structure of the factor graph.
The proof of Theorem 3.7 is by adapting ideas from Panchenko [33, Section 2] to our situation. In particular, we
combine the convergence of the measure µGn with a technique from Aizenman, Simms, Starr [4]. The difference
between Theorem 3.7 and [33] is that the latter requires certain conditions on the weight functions ψ ∈ Ψ (to
facilitate an interpolation argument) but does not require (3.5). (However, it is stated without proof in [33] that the
free energy can be derived along the lines of that paper under the assumption (3.5).)
3.6. Proof of Theorem 3.5. We begin by constructing a family of P (Ω)-valued random variables (Xℓ)ℓ as follows.
Let τ = (τi )i≥1 be an i.i.d. family of P (Ω)-valued random variables with distribution wx for a uniformly random
x ∈ [0,1). Then Xℓ = Xℓ(T ,τ) is defined as follows. We simply set X0(T ,τ) = τ1. Further, to define Xℓ(T ,τ) for
ℓ≥ 1 let Vℓ = {xℓ,1, . . . ,xℓ,L } be the set of variable nodes at distance precisely 2ℓ from the root rT , ordered in some
arbitrary but deterministic way. Then we let Xℓ(T ,τ) be the distribution of the spin σrT under the Gibbs measure
of the tree ∂ℓT with a boundary condition chosen independently from τ1, . . . ,τL . In symbols,
Xℓ(T ,τ)=
∑
σ∈ΩL
[
δ〈
σrT
( ·)|σ(xℓ,1)=σ1 ,...,σ(xℓ,L )=σL
〉
µ
∂ℓT
∏
i≤L
τi (σi )
]
∈P (Ω).
Now we give an alternative construction. Again set X0 = τ1. Now for ℓ ≥ 1, let Xℓ(T ,τ) be the distribution of
the spin at the root given that its neighbors have distribution Xℓ−1(T 1,τ1),Xℓ−1(T 2,τ2), . . . where T 1 is the tree
appending the i th neighbor of the root of T , and τ1,τ2, . . . are independent copies of τ. Observe that the two
constructions do in fact give the same distribution.
The main step of the proof is to compare Xℓ with the empirical distribution on the random factor graph. Recall
that d1( · , ·) denotes the Wasserstein metric.
Lemma 3.8. For every T ∈T the following is true. Let Yℓ(T,Gn) be the empirical distribution of the marginals of the
variables x such that ∂ℓ
Gn
x ∼= ∂ℓT . Then
lim
n→∞E[d1(Yℓ(T,Gn),Xℓ(T,τ))]= 0. (3.17)
Proof. The empirical distribution of marginals converges in probability to
∫1
0 δwxdx (by assumption), and the dis-
tribution of the local neighborhood of x converges to ϑ (Proposition 3.3), but a priori we do not know how the two
distributions are coupled. To get a handle on this we proceed by induction on the sub-trees of T . Observe that
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there is nothing to show if ℓ= 0 and T consists of just the root. Now by induction, let us assume that (3.17) holds
for any depth-(ℓ−1) sub-tree of T .
We need to show that with high probability of the choice of the random factor graph Gn , the empirical distri-
bution Yℓ(T,Gn) converges to that of Xℓ(T,τ). To accomplish this, we will approximate the moments of Yℓ(T,Gn)
and show that these converge to those of Xℓ(T,τ).
Consider the following experiment to approximate the first moment of Yℓ(T,Gn). Fix T,ℓ, and ε> 0. We choose
L = L(ε) large enough (as we will see below), and sample a random factor graph G ′n−L with a slightly sparser con-
straint density than Gn−L : instead of adding a Poisson number of constraints ψ with mean (n− L)ρψ, we add a
Poisson number with mean nρψ · ((n−L)/n)kψ . In particular, G ′n−L has exactly the distribution of the sub-graph
of Gn induced by the first n−L variable nodes. Note that the difference in means is constant, much smaller than
Θ(
p
n), the standard deviation of the number of each constraint type in Gn−L . The distribution of G ′n−L therefore
has total variation distance o(1) to Gn−L , and in particular, the assumption (3.5) holds for G ′n−L .
We next add to G ′n−L L variable nodes xn−L+1, . . . ,xn , along with a Poisson number of each type of constraint
node of mean nkψρψ(1− ((n − L)/n)kψ ), attached to uniformly random variable nodes from Gn−L and the new
variable nodes, conditioned on the event that at least one of the attached variables nodes of each new constraint
node is one of the newly added variable nodes. The resulting factor graph has exactly the distribution of Gn .
Now recalling that the tree T is fixed, we condition on the event that the constraint nodes joined to each of the
new variable nodes xn−L+1, . . .xn are of the number and type joined to the root of T , and their attached variable
nodes, call them x11, . . .x1k , . . .xL1, . . .xLk , have depth ℓ−1 neighborhoods matching those of the attached subtrees
T1, . . .Tk of T . This event has probability bounded away from 0 as n→∞ inGn+L , and so the resulting conditioned
graph, G ′n , with the last L variables nodes selected, has the distribution of Gn with L variables nodes selected
uniformly at random from all variable nodes whose depth-ℓ neighborhood matches that of T . Let the set {xi ,a,y },
i = n−L+1, . . .n, a ∈ ∂T xi , y ∈ ∂T ↓a, denote the randomly chosen variable nodes from Gn which are attached to
the new constraint nodes in the given positions. Note that whp {xi ,a,y } will only contain variable nodes fromG
′
n−L ,
as whp no constraint is attached to more than one variable node from a fixed constant-sized set.
Now the graph G ′n induces a marginal distribution on the spin at each of the variable nodes xn−L+1, . . .xn . Fix
ω ∈Ω, and call the ω values of these marginals qn−L+1(ω), . . . ,qn (ω). Let q(ω)= 1L
∑n
i=n−L+1 qi (ω). By choosing L(ε)
large enough, we have that whp over the choice of G ′
n−L and probability at least 1− ε over the choice of {xi ,a,y },
q(ω) is within ε of the mean of Yℓ(T,Gn)(ω).
Similarly, we can approximate the higher moments of Yℓ(T,Gn), that is, for a vector ω1, . . . ,ωr ∈ Ωr and pow-
ers i1, . . . ir , the mean of
∏r
j=1Yℓ(T,Gn)(ω j )
i j . In this case we again add L = L(ε) new variable nodes to G ′n−L
with the appropriate constraint nodes and attached variable nodes and condition that the local neighborhoods
of xn−L+1 . . .xn match T to form G ′n . Let qi (ω j ) denote the marginal probability of ω j at variable node xi , i =
n−L+1, . . . ,n. Then let q = 1
L
∑n
i=n−L+1
∏r
j=1 qn+i (ω j )
i j . Again by choosing L = L(ε) large enough we can guaran-
tee that whp over the choice of G ′
n−L and probability at least 1− ε over the choice of {xi ,a,y }, q is within ε of the
corresponding higher moment of Yℓ(T,Gn).
What remains to show is that these moment calculations converge to those of Xℓ(T,τ). For ω1, . . . ,ωL ∈Ω define
µ(ω1, . . . ,ωL)=µG ′n ({σ(xn−L+1)=ω1, . . . ,σ(xn )=ωL});
then µ is a random variable, dependent on G ′
n−L and the family {xi ,a,y }. Hence, if we condition on G
′
n−L , then
µ(ω1, . . . ,ωL) remains random, namely dependent on {xi ,a,y }. As we saw in the previous paragraph, it suffices to
show, for all ω1, . . . ,ωL ∈ Ω, that µ(ω1, . . . ,ωL) converges in distribution, with high probability over the choice of
G ′n−L , to X (ω1, . . . ,ωL)=
∏k
i=1 X˜
(i)
ℓ
(T,τ)(ωi ), where the X˜
(i)
ℓ
(T,τ)’s are independent samples from Xℓ(T,τ).
Let Zn−L be the partition function of G ′n−L , and Zn the partition function of G
′
n in the experiment above. Let
{xi ,a,y }, i = n+1, . . .nL , a ∈ ∂T xi , y ∈ ∂T ↓a, denote the randomly chosen variable nodes fromGn which are attached
to the new constraint nodes in the given positions. Condition on G ′n−L and the choice of {xi ,a,y } and write
Zn−L =
∑
s∈Ω{xi ,a,y }
Zs
where the vector s represents one set of possible values taken by the variable nodes, and Zs is the partition function
of Gn restricted to the set of assignments for which we have σ(xi ,a,y )= sa,i ,y ∀i ,a, y . We can write
Zs = Zn−L ·µGn (σ({xi ,a,y })= s).
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Given the family {xi ,a,y }, we have
µ(ω1, . . . ,ωL)=
∑
s∈Ω{xi ,a,y } µG ′n−L (σ({xi ,a,y })= s)
∏
a∈∂T xn−L+1 ,...∂T xn ψa (ωi , sa )∑
ω′1,...ω
′
L
∈ΩL
∑
s∈Ω{xi ,a,y } µG ′n−L (σ({xi ,a,y })= s)
∏
a∈∂T xn−L+1 ,...∂T xn ψa(ω
′
i
, sa)
, (3.18)
where the quantities on both sides are deterministic numbers, as we have conditioned on G ′n−L and the selec-
tion of {xi ,a,y }. Now viewing the choice of {xi ,a,y } as random, we use the asymptotic factorization property (our
assumption (3.5) and Corollary 2.8, recalling that this holds whp for G ′n−L just as it does for Gn−L), and get that
µ(ω1, . . . ,ωL) converges in distribution (whp over the choice of G
′
n−L) to∑
s∈Ω{xi ,a,y }
∏L
i=1
∏
a∈∂T rT ψa(ωi , sa)
∏
y∈∂T ↓a X˜i ,a,y (si ,a,y )∑
ω′1,...ω
′
L
∈ΩL
∑
s∈Ω{xi ,a,y }
∏L
i=1
∏
a∈∂T rT ψa (ω
′
i
, sa)
∏
y∈∂T ↓a X˜i ,a,y (si ,a,y )
, (3.19)
where the X˜i ,a,y ’s are independent samples from the respective distributions Xℓ−1(Ta,y ,τ). We rearrange (3.19) to
give the following convergence in distribution, whp over the choice of G ′n :
µ(ω1, . . . ,ωL)⇒
L∏
i=1
∏
a∈∂T rT
∑
s∈Ωka 1s j=ωi ·ψa (s)
∏
y∈∂T ↓a X˜i ,a,y (sy )∑
ω′∈Ω
∏
a∈∂T rT
∑
s∈Ωka 1s j=ω′ ·ψa (s)
∏
y∈∂T ↓a X˜i ,a,y (sy )
. (3.20)
Finally, performing the calculation (3.19) in reverse on L independent copies of the tree T , we see that the r.h.s. of
(3.20) is distributed as X (ω1, . . . ,ωL). In particular this holds for every fixed L and choice of ω1, . . .ωL , and so this
proves convergence of the moments. 
To obtain the desired Belief Propagation fixed point we let νT,ℓ ∈P 2(Ω) be the distribution of Xℓ(T,τ). Moreover,
let Fℓ be the σ-algebra on T generated by events {∂
ℓT ∼= ∂ℓT } for T ∈T.
Corollary 3.9. For any ℓ≥ 0we have E[νT ,ℓ+1|Fℓ]= νT ,ℓ.
Proof. As a first step we are going to show that
E
[
νT ,1|F0
]= E[νT ,1]= νT ,0. (3.21)
Observe that by the definition of X0 the right-hand side is in deterministic. To prove (3.21) we apply Lemma 3.8 to
ℓ= 1. Our assumption (3.5) implies that the average empirical distribution E[Y1(T ,Gn)] converges to the distribu-
tion ofwx for a uniform x ∈ [0,1) as n→∞. The latter is precisely the law of νT ,0. Moreover, E[Y1(T ,Gn)] converges
to E[νT ,1] by Lemma 3.8. Therefore, E[νT ,1]= νT ,0.
For general values of ℓ we proceed by induction. If we condition on the first 2ℓ levels of the random tree T ,
then the trees pending on the variable nodes at distance precisely 2ℓ from the root are independent copies of T
itself. Therefore, the levels 2ℓ+ 1 and 2ℓ+ 2 are distributed as ∂1T . Hence, let Vℓ be the set of variable nodes
at distance precisely 2ℓ from the root. Then (3.21) implies that the distribution of each x ∈ Vℓ under a random
boundary condition for Vℓ+1 as in the construction of Xℓ+1 is identical to the distribution of wx . Further, all x ∈Vℓ
are independent. Consequently, E[νT ,ℓ+1|Fℓ]= νT ,ℓ. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Corollary 3.9 implies that for any continuous f : P (Ω)→ R the sequence (∫ f dνT ,ℓ)ℓ is a
martingale w.r.t. (Fℓ)ℓ. Because it is bounded, the martingale converges almost surely and in L1. Furthermore,
because the space ofC (P (Ω)) of continuous functions onP (Ω) has a countable dense set with respect to uniform
convergence (e.g., the polynomials with rational coefficients by Weierstrass), we find that for almost all T the se-
quences (
∫
f dνT ,ℓ)ℓ converge for all f ∈C (P (Ω)). Given that this event occurs, themap ν⋆T : f 7→ limℓ→∞
∫
f dνT ,ℓ
is a continuous linear functional on C (P (Ω)) that satisfies ν⋆
T
(1)= 1. Hence, by the Riesz representation theorem
ν⋆
T
is a probability measure on P (Ω). Furthermore, our definition (3.3) of the topology ofT ensures that for each ℓ
the function T 7→ νT,ℓ is continuous. Therefore, being a pointwise limit of the continuous functions, the function
T 7→ ν⋆
T
is measurable.
To establish the fixed point property, we recall that Lemma 3.8 and (3.20) imply the following. For a tree T and
a constraint a ∈ ∂T rT and let (X˜a,y )y be a family of independent copies of Xℓ−1(T↓y ) for y ∈ ∂T ↓a. Then
Xℓ(T,τ)
d=
∏
a∈∂T rT
∑
s∈Ωka 1s j=ωi ·ψa (s)
∏
y∈∂T ↓a X˜a,y (sy )∑
ω′∈Ω
∏
a∈∂T rT
∑
s∈Ωka 1s j=ω′ ·ψa (s)
∏
y∈∂T ↓a X˜a,y (sy )
Hence, taking the limit ℓ→∞, we conclude that ν⋆
T
is a Belief Propagation fixed point. 
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Proof of Corollary 3.6. Corollary 3.6 follows from the proof above, by taking L = 1 in the construction, then from
(3.18) using Corollary 2.8 to show that the joint probability µG ′n−1
(σ({xa,y }) = s) asymptotically factorizes. Here
we do not need to use the fact that the distribution of each marginal converges to the same thing, simply the
factorization property. 
3.7. Proof of Theorem 3.7. Throughout this section we keep the notation and the assumptions of Theorem 3.7.
Moreover, we let x = (x i )i≥1 be a sequence of uniform random variables on [0,1) that are mutually independent
and independent of everything else. We begin with two claims regarding the average marginals of the fixed point
and the Bethe free energy.
Claim 3.10. Let x ∈ [0,1) be uniform. Then E[ν⋆
T
]=L (wx ).
Proof. Assumption (3.5) implies that the empirical distribution of the marginals ofGn converges in distribution to
L (wx ). Hence, Proposition 3.3 and the assumption that ν
⋆ satisfies (3.12) imply the assertion. 
Claim 3.11. Let (ηˆψ, j ,i )ψ∈Ψ, j∈[kψ],i≥1 be a family of independent P (Ω)-valued random variables with distribution
ηˆψ, j ,i (σ j )∝
∑
(σh )h∈Ω[kψ ]\{ j }
ψ(σ)
∏
h∈[kψ]\{ j }
wxh (σh) (3.22)
Further, let (dψ, j )ψ∈Ψ, j∈[kψ] be a family of independent random variables such that dψ, j has distribution Po(ρψ/ j ).
Moreover, let (ηh)h≥1 be a family of independentP (Ω)-valued random variables with distribution
ηh(σ)∝
∏
ψ∈Ψ, j∈[kψ],i∈[dψ, j ]
ηˆψ, j ,i (σ).
Further, let
φ= ln
∑
σ∈Ω
∏
ψ, j ,i
ηˆψ, j ,i (σ),
φˆψ = ln
∑
σ∈Ωkψ
ψ(σ)
∏
h∈[kψ]
ηh(σh), φ˜ψ, j = ln
∑
σ∈Ω
η1(σ)ηˆψ, j ,1(σ) (ψ ∈Ψ, j ∈ [kψ]).
Then
Bϑ(ν
⋆)= E[φ]+
∑
ψ∈Ψ
∑
j∈[kψ]
ρψ
[
k−1ψ E[φˆψ]−E[φ˜ψ, j ]
]
. (3.23)
Proof. To show that (3.23) and (3.16) coincide, we recall the random variables from (3.13)–(3.15). Comparing (3.16)
and (3.23), we see that it suffices to show
E[φ]= E[ϕT ],
∑
ψ∈Ψ, j∈[kψ]
ρψE[φˆψ, j ]= E
[ ∑
a∈∂T rT
ϕˆT ,a
]
,
∑
ψ∈Ψ, j∈[kψ]
ρψE[φ˜ψ, j ]= E
[ ∑
a∈∂T rT
ϕ˜T ,a
]
. (3.24)
To prove the first equality, we recall that by construction the root of the random tree T has Po(ρψ) children
a with weight function ψ. For each of them the position j ∈ [kψ] such that ∂T (a, j ) = rT is uniform, and they
are independent. Therefore, for each j the number of a with ∂T (a, j )= rT has distribution Po(ρψ/kψ), and these
random variables are independent. Hence, the distribution of the offspring of the root of T coincides with the joint
distribution of the randomvariables (dψ, j )ψ, j . Further, for each a ∈ ∂T rT and every y ∈ ∂T a the treeT ↓y pending on
y is an independent copy of T . Therefore, Claim 3.10 implies that the distribution of the random variables ηT ,y that
go into (3.10) coincides with the distribution of wx for a uniform x ∈ [0,1). Moreover, the random variables ηT ,y
are mutually independent. Consequently, comparing (3.22) and (3.10), we see the distribution of ηˆT ,a that for a
constraint node a withψa =ψ and ∂T (a, j )= rT coincides with the distribution of ηˆψ, j ,i (σ j ) for any i ≥ 1. Because
the (ηˆT ,a )a∈∂T rT are mutually independent, we thus see that ϕT has the same distribution as φ. In particular,
E[ϕT ]= E[φ].
Further, we derive the middle equation from the Chen-Stein property (1.1). Specifically, remembering that we
picked one specific representative of each isomorphism class, we let aT be a random neighbor of the root of T .
Then
E
[ ∑
a∈∂T rT
ϕˆT ,a
]
= E[|∂T rT |ϕˆT ,aT ] . (3.25)
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Moreover, by a similar argument as in the previous paragraph the random variables ηT ,y for y at distance two
from rT are independent copies of wx . Hence, the η˜T ,aT factor consists of |∂T rT | − 1 independent factors. By
comparison, the terms ηh comprise of |∂T rT | independent factors. Therefore, applying (1.1) to (3.25), we obtain
the middle equation of (3.24). The last equation follows form a similar argument. 
To derive the theorem fromClaim 3.11 we employ the Aizenman-Simms-Starr scheme [4], i.e., the observation that
1
n
E[lnZGn ]=
1
n
n∑
h=1
Eln
ZGh
ZGh−1
(3.26)
(with the convention thatG0 is the empty graph and ZG0 = 1). The assertion follows from (3.26) if we can show that
lim
n→∞Eln
ZGn+1
ZGn
=Bϑ(ν⋆). (3.27)
Hence, we need to compare Gn+1,Gn for large n. To this end, we couple the two random graphs as follows.
Let ρ′ψ = (n/(n+1))kψρψ and let G ′ be a random factor graph on the variable set Vn obtained by including m′ψ =
Po(ρ′ψn) random constraints of type ψ for each ψ ∈Ψ. Then the distribution of G ′ coincides with the distribution
of Gn+1 with variable xn+1 and all incident constraints removed. Further, obtain G ′′ by adding m′′ψ = Po((ρψ −
ρ′ψ)n) random constraints to G
′ independently for each ψ ∈Ψ. Then G ′′ is distributed as Gn . Finally, obtain G ′′′
from G ′ by adding one variable xn+1 andm′′′ψ = Po(kψρψ) random constraints of type ψ that are incident to xn+1
independently for eachψ ∈Ψ. Then the distribution of G ′′′ matches that of Gn+1.
To calculate Eln(ZG ′′/ZG ′ ), fix some ε> 0. There is a number c > 0 such that max{| lnψ(σ)| :ψ ∈Ψ,σ ∈Ωkψ }< c.
Hence, because the tails of the Poisson decay sub-exponentially, there exists L = L(ε)> 0 such that
E
[
1{
∑
ψm
′′′
ψ > L}| ln(ZG′′′/ZG ′)|
]
< ε. (3.28)
We are now going to insert the new constraints into G ′ one by one and track the impact of each insertion. Num-
ber the new constraints in some way as a′′1 , . . . ,a
′′
l
with l ≤ L, let G ′′0 = G ′ and let G ′′i be the obtained by inserting
a′′1 , . . . ,a
′′
i
. Because the total number of constraints that we add is of lower order than the standard variationΘ(
p
n)
of the number of constraints of each type, the total variation distance of G ′′
i
and Gn is o(1) for each i ≤ L. There-
fore, if we let (xi j ) j∈[ki ] be the family of independent, uniformly chosen neighbors of a
′′
i
, then Corollary 2.8 and our
assumption (3.5) imply that with high probability∥∥∥∥∥µG ′′i−1↓{xi j : j∈[ki ]}− ⊗
j∈[ki ]
µG ′′
i−1↓xi j
∥∥∥∥∥
1
= o(1) as n→∞.
Together with (3.5) this implies that the vector (µG ′
i−1↓xi j ) j∈[kψ] converges in distribution to (wx j ) j∈[kψ] for indepen-
dent uniform x j ∈ [0,1). Hence,
Eln
(
ZG′′
i
/ZG′′
i−1
)
= E
[
ln
∑
σ∈Ωki
ψa′′
i
(σ)
∏
j∈[k1]
wx j (σ j )
]
+o(1). (3.29)
Summing (3.29) up over l ≤ L, using (3.28) and letting ε→ 0 sufficiently slowly, we obtain
Eln(ZG ′′/ZG ′ )=
∑
ψ∈Ψ
(ρψ−ρ′ψ)E
[
ln
∑
σ∈Ωkψ
ψ(σ)
∏
j∈[kψ]
wx j (σ j )
]
+o(1). (3.30)
Finally, in the notation of Claim 3.11, (3.30) reads
Eln(ZG ′′′/ZG′ )=
∑
ψ∈Ψ
(ρψ−ρ′ψ)E
[
φˆψ
]+o(1). (3.31)
To calculate Eln(ZG ′′′/ZG ′) let a1, . . . ,al be the new constraints attached to xn+1. With probability 1−O(1/n) the
new variable xn+1 appears precisely once in each ai . If so, then by the same token as in the previous paragraph the
joint distribution µG ′↓Y of the variables Y =
⋃
i≤l ∂G ′′′ai \ {xn+1} converges to (wxy )y∈Y with independent uniform
x y ∈ [0,1). Consequently,
Eln(ZG ′′′/ZG ′ )= o(1)+E
[
ln
∑
σ∈Ω{xn+1}∪Y
l∏
i=1
(
ψai ((σy )y∈∂G′′′ai )
∏
y∈Y ∩∂G′′′ai
wx y (σy )
)]
. (3.32)
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We introduce probability distributions onΩ by letting
νˆi (σxn+1 )∝
∑
(σy )y∈Ω∂G′′′ ai \{xn+1}
ψai (σ)
∏
y∈∂G′′′ai \{xn+1}
wx y (σy ), ν(σxn+1 )∝
l∏
i=1
νˆi (σxn+1 ) (σxn+1 ∈Ω).
Then (3.32) becomes
Eln(ZG′′′/ZG ′ )+o(1)= E
[
ln
∑
σxn+1
l∏
i=1
[
νˆi (σxn+1 )
∑
τxn+1
νˆi (τxn+1 )
]]
= E
[
ln
∑
σxn+1
l∏
i=1
νˆi (σxn+1 )
]
+
l∑
i=1
E
[
ln
∑
τxn+1
νˆi (τxn+1 )
]
. (3.33)
Further,
ln
∑
τxn+1
νˆi (τxn+1 )= ln
[ ∑
τ∈Ω∂G′′′ ai
ψai (τ)ν(τxn+1 )
∏
y∈∂G′′′ai \{xn+1}
wx y (τy )
]
− ln
∑
τxn+1
ν(τxn+1 )νˆi (τxn+1 ). (3.34)
To connect these formulaswith Lemma3.11, weobserve that
∑
σxn+1
∏l
i=1 νˆi (σxn+1 ) is distributed asφ fromLemma3.11.
Moreover, by the Chen-Stein property we have
E
[
l∑
i=1
ln
∑
τ
ψai (τ)ν(τxn+1 )
∏
y∈∂G′′′ai
wx y (τy )
]
=
∑
ψ∈Ψ
kψρψE[φˆψ],
E
[
l∑
i=1
ln
∑
τxn+1
ν(τxn+1 )νˆi (τxn+1 )
]
=
∑
ψ∈Ψ
∑
j∈[kψ]
ρψE[φ˜ψ, j ].
Therefore,
Eln(ZG ′′′/ZG ′ )= E[φ]+
∑
ψ∈Ψ
kψρψE[φˆψ]+
∑
ψ∈Ψ, j∈[kψ ]
ρψE[φ˜ψ, j ]+o(1). (3.35)
Finally, combining (3.31) and (3.35), we obtain (3.27).
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